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Binary neutron star (NS-NS) systems with short orbital periods evolve by emission of gravitational waves and eventually coalesce. We estimate the rate of such mergers in our Galaxy from the observations of known NS-NS binaries that have merger timescales shorter than the Hubble time. We also explore the sensitivity of the estimates to assumptions about the initial position and velocity distributions.

1 Introduction

The rate of NS-NS mergers is potentially important for several fields of observational astrophysics including gravitational wave and γ-ray burst astronomy. For gravitational wave detection, NS-NS mergers are a promising source. Their gravitational waveforms can be computed accurately, and there are several progenitor systems known in our Galaxy.

Estimates of the NS-NS mergers fall into two classes. Empirical estimates extrapolate from the small number of detected NS-NS binaries to the population of the galaxy as a whole. Population synthesis estimates use scenarios for close binary evolution to estimate the number of massive binaries that end their evolution as a close NS-NS pair. In this paper, we concentrate on empirical estimates. Previous empirical estimates include those of Phinney[12], Narayan et al.[9], Curran & Lorimer [5], van den Heuvel and Lorimer [15], Stairs et al. [13] and Arzoumanian et al.[1]. Most of these estimates were made using a specific set of assumptions about the spatial and velocity distributions at birth. Our work was motivated by the desire to explore the sensitivity of the estimates to the birth distribution assumptions, particularly the dependence on recoil velocity of the NS-NS binary. To explore this dependence, we found that we needed to employ a different methodology from previous studies in order to self-consistently treat the detectability and evolution of the pulsar and binary systems.

Three NS-NS systems have been detected that will coalesce in less than a Hubble time: PSR B1913+16, PSR B1534+12, and PSR B2127+11C. In this paper, we consider these individual systems as stochastic events which represent a sampling from an underlying ensemble of identical systems. Our task is to estimate the size of the ensemble from the number of individual systems detected. Obviously, the accuracy of the estimate is limited by the extremely small sample of systems. One of the systems, PSR B2127+11C, is a member of a globular cluster and thus is representative of an interesting, but small, population. It contributes negligibly to the total merger rate in the Galaxy and we do not consider it further in this paper.
2 Methodology

The galactic merger rate of NS-NS systems can be estimated by determining the birth rate required to make the detection of the two known NS-NS systems have maximum likelihood. The maximum likelihood birth rate is given by \( \dot{n} = N_{\text{det}} / \tau_{\text{tfe}} \cdot P_{\text{vis}} \), where \( N_{\text{det}} \) is the number of systems of a given type which have been observed, \( \tau_{\text{tfe}} \) is the total lifetime of a system in the ensemble and \( P_{\text{vis}} \) is the probability of observing a member of the ensemble during its lifetime. \( P_{\text{vis}} \) is given by

\[
P_{\text{vis}}(t, \vec{x}) = \int_{0}^{\tau_{\text{tfe}}} \int_{\mathcal{X}} P_{\text{det}}(t_{\text{age}} = t, \vec{x}_{\text{init}} = \vec{x}) P_{\text{age}}(t_{\text{age}} = t) P_{\text{init}}(\vec{x}_{\text{init}} = \vec{x}) \, dt \, d\vec{x},
\]

where \( P_{\text{det}}(t_{\text{age}} = t, \vec{x}_{\text{init}} = \vec{x}) \) is the probability of detecting a system with age \( t_{\text{age}} \), birth position and velocity \( \vec{x}_{\text{init}} \), \( P_{\text{age}}(t_{\text{age}} = t) \) is the probability density function for having systems of age \( t_{\text{age}} \), and \( P_{\text{init}}(\vec{x}_{\text{init}} = \vec{x}) \) is the probability density of initial conditions. For systems which will merge in less than a Hubble time, the birth rate is equal to the death rate and both are time independent. This implies that \( P_{\text{age}}(t_{\text{age}} = t) = \frac{\tau_{\text{tfe}}}{\tau_{\text{vis}}} \), and \( \tau_{\text{vis}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{vis}}}{\tau_{\text{tfe}}} \), where \( \tau_{\text{vis}} \) is defined by

\[
\tau_{\text{vis}}(t, \vec{x}) = \int_{0}^{\tau_{\text{tfe}}} P_{\text{det}}(t_{\text{age}} = t, \vec{x}_{\text{init}} = \vec{x}) \, dt
\]

and the expectation value, \( \langle \tau_{\text{vis}} \rangle \), is over initial conditions. \( \tau_{\text{vis}} \) for a given system can be intuitively interpreted as the duration for which that system is “visible” to pulsar surveys.

This analysis results in a simple birth rate estimate for an ensemble of identical systems, \( \dot{n} = N_{\text{det}} / \langle \tau_{\text{vis}} \rangle \). Since all NS-NS systems are clearly not identical, our rate estimate will include a population factor, \( 0 \leq f_{\text{d}} \leq 1 \), which is a measure of how representative a given observed system is of the galactic population. While \( f_{\text{d}} \approx 0.1 \) has been used by other authors, we will leave this as a free parameter in our analysis (c.f. Curran & Lorimer [5], Arzoumanian et al. [1]). Including this factor in the birth rate estimate and summing over observed objects results in an estimate of the total galactic birth rate of NS-NS systems,

\[
N = \sum_{i} \frac{1}{f_{\text{d}}(\tau_{\text{vis}})^i}.
\]

The approximation to \( \langle \tau_{\text{vis}} \rangle \) most frequently used in the literature is \( \langle \tau_{\text{vis}} \rangle = V_{\text{det}} \tau_{\text{obs}} / V_{\text{gal}} \), where \( V_{\text{det}} \) is the volume of the galaxy, \( V_{\text{det}} \) is the volume in which similar systems could have been detected, and \( \tau_{\text{obs}} \) is the observable lifetime of the system (originally taken to be the characteristic age of the pulsar plus the binary merger time). The approximations found in most of the literature have failed to account for the dependence of the spatial distribution, the period, and the luminosity, on the age of the system. In fact it is not possible to self-consistently decouple system evolution from phase space evolution when determining \( \langle \tau_{\text{vis}} \rangle \). Instead of trying to decouple the components of \( \langle \tau_{\text{vis}} \rangle \), we model the evolution of NS-NS systems as they move in the galactic potential and numerically perform the integral in equation (2) for each model system. We then use a combination of Monte Carlo integration and analytic integration to produce the expectation value \( \langle \tau_{\text{vis}} \rangle \). Some of the details of this model are discussed in the following section.

3 Model Assumptions

Birth spatial and velocity distributions. To investigate the sensitivity of the NS-NS merger rate estimates to input assumptions, we compared results using several spatial and
velocity distributions. NS-NS systems were assumed to be born in the galactic disk. Among the spatial distributions we used were those of Johnston [7], and Binney et al. [2] with various exponential radial scales. The recoil velocity distributions are not well known. We were guided by the results of Fryer and Kalogera [6] which indicate that the two known Galactic disk systems, PSR B1913+16 and PSR B1534+12, have binary recoil velocities greater than about 200 km/s, but probably less than about 400 km/s. We compared Maxwellian distributions and delta function distributions with a variety of recoil velocities. We found (see Section 4, Figure 1) that the merger rate estimates are not highly sensitive to the details of plausible spatial or velocity distributions.

**Galactic gravitational potential.** In order to determine $\tau_{\text{tot}}$ for a given model system, its position and velocity are evolved as it moves in the galactic potential. We used the potential suggested by Paczynski [10] which contains terms representing the bulge, disk and halo. We performed phase space evolution in this potential with a numerical integration algorithm.

**Spin evolution.** We approximate the evolution of the pulsar spin, $\dot{\Omega}$, according to a conventional model for pulsar rotation frequency evolution. This model assumes that the time derivative of the rotation frequency is proportional to some power of the rotation frequency, $\dot{\Omega} = -K_{\Omega}\Omega^{n_{\Omega}}$, where $n_{\Omega}$ is the braking index.

Given an age estimate for a pulsar, its initial spin period can be determined, assuming $n_{\Omega} \neq 1$, by integrating the expression for $\dot{\Omega}$ to obtain

$$\Omega(t) = \left[ K_{\Omega} (n_{\Omega} - 1) (t - t_0) + \Omega(t_0)^{1-n_{\Omega}} \right]^{\frac{1}{1-n_{\Omega}}}.$$  

(4)

**Luminosity evolution.** For the purposes of this calculation we assume that the luminosity of a pulsar at a given frequency is proportional to its total rate of rotational kinetic energy loss, i.e. $\dot{E} = K_{\dot{E}}\Omega\dot{\Omega}$ and $L = -K_{\dot{E}}\dot{E}$, where $K_{\dot{E}}$ and $K_{\dot{E}}$ are constants of proportionality. Combining the equations for $\dot{\Omega}$, $\dot{E}$, and $L$ yields the dependence of luminosity of the pulsar on rotation frequency,

$$L \propto \Omega^{n_{\Omega}+1}.$$  

(5)

**Radio survey characteristics.** The surveys considered herein were characterized by their central frequency $f_c$, channel bandwidth $df$, number of channels $N_{\text{channel}}$, minimum flux for close long period pulsars $S_{\text{min,0}}$, and sky coverage. Our list of applicable surveys is taken from Cordes [4]. References for the surveys are given therein. The sky coverage of a survey is accounted for by a factor $P_{\text{coverage}}$, which takes on a “Fractional Coverage” value inside the survey’s sky patch, and zero elsewhere. (In the model implementation the edges of the sky patch are softened slightly to avoid a discontinuity, which can make numerical integration difficult.)

**Galactic electron model.** The visibility of a pulsar is affected by the presence of free electrons in the interstellar medium. Realistic galactic electron density models must include significant non-axisymmetric structure and generally require numerical integration to determine the heliocentric dispersion measure (DM) and scattering measure (SM) of a pulsar. This level of detail is computationally expensive, so we used two axisymmetric models, rough lower and upper bounds on the Taylor and Cordes [14] model, to determine its importance.

Dispersion and scattering both alter the detectability of a pulsar by broadening the pulse profile as observed in a given frequency channel of the receiver. The minimum detectable flux
varies with pulse width as

\[ S_{\text{min}} = S_{\text{min,0}} \left( \frac{w}{P - w} \right)^{1/2}, \tag{6} \]

where \( w \) is the pulse width, \( P \) is the pulse period and \( S_{\text{min,0}} \) is the nominal minimum detectable flux. \[ \text{[9]} \] For \( w \) we used the usual scaling, \( w = \sqrt{w_{\text{PSR}}^2 + \tau_{\text{DM}}^2 + \tau_{\text{sample}}^2} \), with standard values for the pulse width, \( w_{\text{PSR}} \), dispersion and scattering time scales, \( \tau_{\text{DM}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{sample}} \), and sampling time, \( \tau_{\text{sample}} \).

The strong scattering regime applies to all but the closest (\( d < 100 \text{pc} \)) pulsars. \[ \text{[4]} \] In this regime interstellar scintillation can play an important role in pulsar detection. We have included the effects of scintillation on the probability of detecting a pulsar, \( P_{\text{flux}} \). This correction depends on the specifics of the survey (e.g. \( S_{\text{min}} \) and \( df \)) and the scattering measure to the pulsar (Cordes \[ \text{[4]} \]). The product of \( P_{\text{flux}} \) and \( P_{\text{area}} \) is \( P_{\text{det}} \), the detection probability in equation \( \text{(1)} \).

**Doppler shift effects.** Because of gravitational radiation, the orbital period of NS-NS systems decrease with time. During the orbital evolution, both the semi-major axis, \( a \), and the orbital eccentricity, \( e \), decrease. \[ \text{[11]} \]

The orbital evolution will effect the detectability of a radio pulsar in a NS-NS system: when the orbital period becomes sufficiently small, the change in the pulse frequency due to variations in the line of sight velocity will be large enough to smear the detected power across several frequency bins, thus decreasing the effective signal-to-noise of the observation. This effect is most significant for the higher harmonics of the radio pulsations.

It is straightforward to quantify Doppler effects within the framework of the mean visibility time formalism. We treat short-orbital period accelerations as reducing the effective luminosity of the radio pulsar in the NS-NS system. Indeed, some power will be present at the instantaneous pulse period of the observation even for rather large accelerations. The higher harmonics will exhibit decreased effective luminosity earliest in the orbital evolution, and then the fundamental will show such effects as the orbit further decays. The magnitude of the effect is also dependent on the inclination of the orbital plane relative to the line-of-sight.

The phase of the pulsed emission can be expressed as

\[ \phi = \phi_0 + \omega_0 t + \omega_0 \frac{t^2}{2} + \ldots, \tag{7} \]

where \( \omega_0 \) and \( \dot{\omega}_0 \) are the apparent pulsar frequency and frequency derivative at the beginning of the observation. Neglecting the small intrinsic frequency derivative of the pulsar, the frequency derivative is to first order \( \dot{\omega}_0 = a_{\text{radial}} \omega_0 / c \), where \( a_{\text{radial}} \) is the acceleration due to the orbital motion. Consequently, the phase error compared to a constant frequency model for an observation interval, \([-T_{\text{obs}}/2, T_{\text{obs}}/2] \) is approximately \( \delta \phi \sim a_{\text{radial}} \omega_0 T_{\text{obs}}^2 / 16c \). The effective coherence time is

\[ t_{\text{coh}} = \sqrt{\frac{8P_{\text{obs}} \delta \phi_{\text{max}} c}{\pi a_{\text{radial}}}}, \tag{8} \]

where \( \delta \phi_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum allowed phase error for coherence to be maintained.

We now choose a phenomenological luminosity law, \( L = L_0 \left( 1 - e^{-t_{\text{coh}}/T_{\text{obs}}} \right) \), where \( L_0 \) is the apparent luminosity of the pulsar in the case of vanishing orbital acceleration. The luminosity \( L \) approaches \( L_0 \) for \( t_{\text{coh}} \) significantly longer than \( T_{\text{obs}} \), and approaches \( L_0 \) \( t_{\text{coh}}/T_{\text{obs}} \) for \( t_{\text{coh}} \) significantly shorter than \( T_{\text{obs}} \).

The results of using the phenomenological luminosity reduction have been checked against exact calculations for circular orbits. \[ \text{[8]} \] They compare well over a wide range of orbital accelerations and therefore we feel confident that the results extend to the more general case of non-circular orbits.